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Travel can relieve stress, improve health, enhance creativity and boost happiness. It can
also be notoriously difficult to organize, finance, enjoy — and even remember. But that
is changing. Fast. Here we talk to a group of people who are creating game-changing
ways to alter travel as we know it: Whether you’re looking to enjoy a home-cooked meal
on the road, an after-hours tour of impossible-to-access rooms in the Vatican, or a few
gorgeous shots for the ‘gram, these people are creating more than beautiful memories;
they’re making the world a little smaller while expanding our horizons in the process.
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Access Italy opens some of the country’s most exclusive doors

We want to take travelers to
un-Google-able places so they
have un-Google-able experiences.

Italian men are renowned for their charm. That’s one explanation for how
Angelo Amorico, who started his career in tourism as a limousine driver for
some of Rome’s most luxurious hotels, has turned Access Italy into the country’s premier travel company. “He was so charismatic that clients wanted him
to take them around,” explains his son Simone, who along with his brother
and father, founded the company in 2008. For those clients, which include
Oprah Winfrey, Gayle King, Jessica Alba, Ben Stiller, and the Obama family,
Access Italy provides astounding access such as a visit to the Vatican after
hours, luxury yacht excursions exploring the islands of Ponza and Palmarola,
and private wine tastings at the Tignanello and Solaia vineyards. “I asked a
client, ‘Well, what did you think?,” says Simone Amarico. “He said, ‘It’s like
playing tennis with Roger Federer.’” But it’s more than unparalleled experiences delivered with five-star service that keeps customers coming back.
“You can go to a city as a tourist, but if you can go as an insider and have that
experience of authenticity, that’s even better,” says Simone. “We want to take
travelers to un-Google-able places so they have un-Google-able experiences.
Innovation is a big part of our company culture.”
accessitaly.net/en
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Explore the world like an insider with
Full-Time Travel, the ultimate resource for
discovering the best hotels, restaurants
and adventure around the globe

